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Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits, Vol. 3McGraw-Hill, 1990

	This book presents a giant collection of the latest, most widely-used electronic circuits - an invaluable reference tool! "The Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits" is back! Not a revision of the past two volumes, this third edition in the bestselling series offers you hundreds of schematics for the latest electronics circuits from...
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Advanced Chain Maille Jewelry Workshop: Weaving with Rings and Scale MailleInterweave, 2015

	
		Chain maille patterns and weaves that take jewelry design into new frontiers!

	
		Jewelry artists will enjoy a collection of new, less-common weaves and challenging projects that inspire and educate.

	
		Author Karen Karon begins by reviewing basic chain maille weaves in order to set the stage for the more complex...
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Audio Mashup Construction Kit: ExtremeTechJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
HERE ARE SOME SOUND IDEAS.
    Wonder what would happen if the Big Band sound crashed into heavy metal? Or what the offspring of a balladeer and a rapper might sound like? How about smooth jazz and acid rock? Stop wondering-this book will take you there. You'll explore hardware and software choices first and select what you...
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Professional ASP.NET MVC 1.0 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
The ASP.NET MVC framework is designed from the ground up with certain core principles in mind-extensibility, testability, and separation of concerns. The framework adds various conventions into the mix to help drive developers into the "Pit of Success," providing for a streamlined development experience that fits the way the web works....
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Carbon Allotropes: Metal-Complex Chemistry, Properties and ApplicationsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book provides a detailed description of metal-complex functionalized carbon allotrope forms, including classic (such as graphite), rare (such as M- or T-carbon), and nanoforms (such as carbon nanotubes, nanodiamonds, etc.). Filling a void in the nanotechnology literature, the book presents chapters generalizing the synthesis,...
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Fundamental Aspects of ElectrometallurgySpringer, 2002
"[...]a very interesting book[...]a very important contribution to the understanding of electrometallurgical processes, which up to now was only available by trawling through the literature. For anyone interested in electrometallurgy, especially researchers, this is an essential book for any personal library."
(Derek Fray,...
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Mastering Autodesk Inventor and Autodesk Inventor LT 2011Sybex, 2010

	Autodesk Inventor was introduced in 1999 as an ambitious 3D parametric modeler based not on
	the familiar AutoCAD programming architecture but instead on a separate foundation that would
	provide the room needed to grow into the fully featured modeler it is now, a decade later. Inventor
	2011 continues the development of Inventor with...
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Nanoparticles: From Theory to ApplicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
An introduction to the science of nanoparticles, from fundamental principles to their use in novel applications.
    As a basis for understanding nanoparticle behavior, the book first outlines the principles of quantum size behavior, nanoparticles architecture, formation of semiconductor and metal nonoparticles. It then...
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Laser in Manufacturing (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Generally a laser (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) is defined as “a device which uses a quantum mechanical effect, stimulated emission, to generate a coherent beam of light from a lasing medium of controlled purity, size, and shape”. Laser material processing represents a great number of methods, which are...
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Mastering Kubernetes: Large scale container deployment and managementPackt Publishing, 2017

	Master the art of container management utilizing the power of Kubernetes.


	About This Book

	
		This practical guide demystifies Kubernetes and ensures that your clusters are always available, scalable, and up to date
	
		Discover new features such as autoscaling, rolling updates, resource quotas,...
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Theoretical Aspects of Heterogeneous Catalysis (Progress in Theoretical Chemistry and Physics)Springer, 2001
Heterogeneous catalysis is a fascinating and complex subject of  utmost importance in the present day. Its immense technological and  economical importance and the inherent complexity of the catalytic  phenomena have stimulated theoretical and experimental studies by a  broad spectrum of scientists, including chemists, physicists, chemical...
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Machining Technology: Machine Tools and OperationsCRC Press, 2008
Offering complete coverage of the technologies, machine tools, and operations of a wide range of machining processes, Machining Technology presents the fundamental principles of machining and examines traditional and nontraditional machining methods. After a brief historical overview, the book explores design considerations and...
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